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ProfitFab v27 

F9 
Many tables have had changes made to the structure of the layout. Some have new fields added, others 
have been sized differently. When you open tables, hitting the F9 key on your keyboard will set the table to 
its default settings, which might make the new information visible for you, or correct the table if it is 
displaying the incorrect information due to structure changes. Remember the F9 key. It is your friend. 

Program Enhancements 

The Operation Whiteboard Scheduler 
The Operation Whiteboard Scheduler has been redesigned to provide more scheduling capabilities. You 
can now use it to schedule jobs to specific stations, and keep track of how many hours are scheduled to 
each station. 

 
The structure of the Operation Scheduler is shown above. The table to the left displays all operations that 
can be put on part definitions. The second table displays all stations that are visible to the scheduler for the 
operation that is selected. The top job table displays all jobs for the selected operation that have not yet 
been scheduled. The bottom job table displays all jobs that are currently scheduled to the selected station. 
Information to help you make decisions on how to schedule work through the shop has been added. Each 
record displays the amount of time needed for the job at the selected operation, and this is used to provide a 
total amount of time for all jobs at that operation, displayed just under the job tables. The total under the 
bottom job table represents how much time you have scheduled at that station, and this value is also shown 
in the station table, so you can see at a glance the loading on all stations for that operation. Each record also 
displays the amount of time remaining on each job at all operations beyond the currently select operation. If 
a job contains an outside service beyond the currently selected operation, the lead-time days are also shown 
so that you can plan accordingly. Please note that in computing both of these time fields, we are not taking 
into account the setup time. This is based on per part times only. 
In addition to these new columns, there are columns displaying Date In and Date Out. These dates are 
assigned by running the JIT Scheduler and they represent the latest possible date at which the job can be 
started or completed at the current operation and still be finished by the Scheduled Ship Date. The JIT 
Scheduler is described below. 
To schedule a job to a station, drag and drop from the top table to the bottom table, and then sequence the 
jobs as desired using the blue arrow buttons. The Operation Scheduler is visible at the shop clock module 
so that employees can view the work assigned to them. 
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Because the new Operation Scheduler is usually dealing with a large amount of data, it does not 
automatically refresh in real time. There is a Refresh timer at the bottom in which you can set it to refresh 
data every 5 – 10 minutes. Depending on the amount of data you are dealing with (some shops may have 
250-500 active jobs while other shops have 2500-5000 active jobs) and the time it takes to process this 
data, you should set this value so that it does not spend all of its time refreshing the screen. 
If you are using Departments to differentiate work in your shop, you can filter the table by department to 
show only certain jobs.  

JIT Scheduler 
The JIT Scheduler is a new scheduler added to the program to provide very specific information, primarily 
for the Operation Scheduler. It is based on the Station Scheduler that has always been in the program, so it 
takes into account things like Global Lead/Trail times, lead times on services and materials, and the 
capacity of stations with regard to their calendars. The main difference between the Station Scheduler and 
the new JIT Scheduler is that the JIT Scheduler runs each job as if it were the only job being scheduled. 
Whereas the Station Scheduler will start to fill up holes in your capacity with jobs being scheduled so that 
jobs being scheduled last have fewer holes of time available to them, the JIT Scheduler will always find 
exactly the time it needs to get each job done in exactly the amount of time it needs to finish before the 
Scheduled Ship Date.  
Also, where the Station Scheduler is designed to not go into the past when it schedules, the JIT Scheduler 
will go into the past and still schedule the same way. What this does, in effect, is that if you do not change 
the Scheduled Ship Date of a job, or any of the job properties that dictate the amount of time needed, then 
you will always get the same results for the job whenever the JIT Scheduler is run. 
The main purpose for the JIT Scheduler is to define event dates for each job for Scheduled Start date, 1st 
Operation Start date, and Last Operation End date, and to assign to each operation on the job a Date In and 
Date Out. These dates are an absolute best case scenario of working the job JIT to meet the Scheduled Ship 
Date. The Date In/Out of each operation is used in the Operation Scheduler to help determine the order in 
which you want to manually schedule jobs on the floor.  
The JIT Scheduler will automatically run when you verify an order. You can also manually run it for all 
jobs from the Schedule pull-down menu in the program. 

Report Previewer 
We are using a new report previewer so that when you print reports to the screen you can mark individual 
pages to send to a printer. 

Route Package 
We have added a Route Package checkbox to the Part Related Files form. You can use this checkbox to 
select files you want to print for each job of that part. The Order Form has a checkbox for printing the 
Route Package. When using this feature, the program will loop through all the part related files to find the 
ones that are designated as part of the Route Package, and will open them in the default program associated 
with their file type. Please keep in mind that we are unable to automatically send those files directly to a 
printer. That has to be done within whatever program you use to open those files with. We will open the 
files for you so that you can then print them from their default program without having to open them 
manually, one at a time, and then print them. 
If you use this feature, be aware that you might run into problems if you create an order that results in many 
instances of files needing to be opened, such as jobs for large assemblies that generate 100’s of sub-
component jobs, each with its own route package. Opening too many windows could cause your PC to run 
out memory and freeze or slow down considerably. 

Part # and Product ID size changes 
The size of Part #’s and Product ID’s has been increased to 40 characters. The Shop Code and Source ID 
fields have also been increased to 40 characters. This is a major change to much of the program and will 
require you to make some changes to take full advantage of this. First, many of the tables that display the 
Part # or Product ID need to be reset to show the full amount. This is one of the places where you would 
open the table and use the F9 key to reset the table, as described at the beginning of this document. You 
will also need to go into the Report Designer to increase the size of the fields on your layouts if you intend 
to use longer #’s and ID’s. 
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To make changes in the Report Designer: 
1. Open layout to be changed 
2. Select field by single-clicking it. You should see the little red boxes surrounding 

the field when it is selected. 
3. Either right-click and choose Control Properties, or hit Enter Key to bring up the 

Control Properties dialog. 
4. In the Format field, you define the picture of the data. For an alphanumeric string, 

this format is “@S” followed by a number to represent how many characters to 
display. They should all be currently set to “@S20” to allow them to display 20 
characters. You need to change this number to the size you want to display. When 
setting this up, please consider how many characters you will actually use. Shops 
asking for a larger field have mentioned needing anywhere from 24-30 characters. 
If you never anticipate needing more than, say, 24 characters, you should only set 
the fields in the report layout to “@S24”. The reason for this is that reports like 
the Quote, Order Acknowledgement, Invoice, etc., only have so much room to 
work with left to right. If you try to make the field larger than you need, you will 
probably have to also move other fields around to make room for it. If you never 
use all 10 characters available to the Revision field, you can decrease the field 
size on it in your layouts from 10 down to 1 or 2 or how many you actually need. 
You will also need to adjust any bar code fields that contain this data. 

The following is a list of all layouts that contain the fields that have been changed. 

A/R WIP Forecast  MRP Job Number Listing  Product Usage History 

Active Job Listing  MRP Start Date Listing  Product/Finish Link to Parts 

Active Job Status Listing  MRP Vendor Listing  Purchase Order 

Assembly Completion Report  Nest Job Search  Purchase Order Delivery 

Blanket Order  Nest Route Sheet  Purchase Order on Preprint 

Blanket Order Acknowledgement  Off Scheduled Jobs  Purchase Requisition 

Blanket Order History  Off Scheduled Jobs (Production)  Quote 

Certificate  On Time ‐ Late Ship Report  Quote Estimation Report 

Completion Report Simple Part  Open Purchase Orders  Quote on Preprinted Paper 

Completion Report Summary  Operation Detail Time  Receiving Form 

Customer Active Job Status  Operation Link to Parts  Request for Quote 

Customer Parts Costing  Operation Schedule (Infinite)  RMA Form 

Customer Parts Listing  Order  Route Sheet 

Customer Parts Physical Listing  Order Ack. on Preprint  Scheduled Purchases Report 

Customer Parts Remfg List  Order Acknowledgment  Scheduled Shipment Listing 

Customer Parts Shipped Detail  Order Estimation Report  Scrap Report 

Detailed Purchase Order  Order Time Detail  Service Link to Parts 

In House Product Reorder List  Packing Slip  Service P.O. on Preprint Paper 

Inventory Sales History  Packing Slip on Preprinted Paper  Service PO Packing List 

Invoice  Part Activity  Service Purchase Order 
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Invoice on Preprinted Paper  Part Label  Service Receiving Form 

Invoice Ship Detail  Parts Done  Service Vendor On Time 

Invoice Verified Detail  Parts Report  Station Schedule 

Invoice Working Detail  Physical Product Bin Worksheet  Vendor Invoice Register 

Job Completion Listing  Physical Product Category  Vendor NCM Form 

Job Forecast Listing  PO Material Tag  Vendor Product Listing 

Job Label  Product Cost Listing  Vendor Purchase History 

Job Time Detail  Product History  WIP Report 

Product Listings  Product Label  Work In Process Report 

MRP Forecast Listing  Product Reorder Listing  Work Order Schedule 
 

Vendor Categories 
You can set up to four categories to classify a vendor’s status. In the System Setup under the PO & 
Inventory tab, you define the category. Three of the categories come with a color-coding of blue, yellow, or 
green, and one category has no color code. On the Vendor Form, you select which category the vendor is. 
Vendors that have one of the color-coded categories will show up in all tables with the Vendor Name 
displayed in the color of their category.  

Miscellaneous 
 Putting Orders on hold – for customer orders, a check box will allow you to put 

orders on hold. This does not affect the order in any way, but it will make the 
order record show up in yellow highlight in both the Customer Activity Center 
and in the Company Order Table so that it sticks out from all other orders. 

 Verifying Purchase Orders – a checkbox has been added for security to allow 
users to verify PO’s  

 Verified Orders – more fields have been opened on verified orders to allow you to 
make changes without unverifying them. You can now change the billing address, 
the shipping address, the PO#, and the line item quantity. Being able to change 
these fields will allow invoices made from the order to reflect the changes 
automatically so you don’t have to manually change the invoice after it has been 
created. With regards to changing the order quantity, if you are changing an 
assembly order quantity, you will need to make the change, close the line item, 
and then reopen the line item so that quantity changes are made to all of the 
subcomponents of the assembly. 

 Dashboard can be opened in the Shop Clock module for employees to see who 
and what is where. 

 Modified the Job Part Related Files to give a description of what happens when 
you attach files from the job and that they won’t show up at any other jobs for the 
same part, even though they still show up under the part definition. This was 
causing confusion for users who would attach parts at the job and then not know 
why they weren’t showing up at other jobs. The idea behind attaching parts at a 
job is that the files pertain only to that job, and not any other job. There is now 
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also a checkbox to override this when attaching a file to a job that will let it be 
global to the part and show up at all other jobs for that part. The Part Related Files 
Table at the part definition also now has a column showing if files are attached to 
a single job (use the F9 key if you don’t see this column in the table) 

 Alert Notes on jobs and routing will now be triggered to display when using the 
Nest Clock 

 A warning message will be displayed if the line item on a PO does not meet the 
vendor minimum order quantity 

 When shipping a job that still has MRP requirements that haven’t been satisfied, 
the program will now mark those items as Pull From Onhand so that they remain 
part of the job record. Previously, any unallocated MRP records would be deleted 
when the job ships, and the job history would no longer contain that information. 
If you unship a job, all MRP that had been marked Pull From Onhand will be 
unmarked and will go back into MRP and need to be dealt with. 

 Added the Ship Via field to the Order Schedule setup so that you could alter that 
from the default setting on all the jobs coming from that order, instead of having 
to change the jobs one at a time after they are created. 

 Added the Nest # field to the MRP Process table (use the F9 key) 

 Added an additional user printer setup for Packing Labels, to allow it to 
differentiate between those and regular labels, as they tend to be different in the 
first place. You will need all users who print packing labels to go into their User 
Form and set this printer setting. 

 Added a checkbox on the System Setup to make the Department field on part 
definitions a required field. If you are using departments, this will ensure that all 
new parts will have the department field set. It will not force currently existing 
part definitions to have a department set, unless you open that part definition 
again, at which time it will then require it to be set. 

 Added a default shipping address tied to the vendor. If you have multiple shipping 
addresses and some vendors will always ship to a specific one, this will allow you 
to set that address for the vendor so that you do not have to change it each time 
you make a PO to them. 

 A checkbox on user security has been added to allow them to update part 
definitions if they make changes on the job part definition. Currently, this is set to 
only allow changes if the user has the security to edit part definitions, but now 
you can set it so that it will not allow them to change the master part definition no 
matter what changes they make on the job.  

 Reformatted the time fields on the Part Routing Forms to have individual fields 
for Hours, Minutes, and Seconds, and added a field in the System Setup to allow 
users to choose Seconds with 0, 1, or 2 decimal places. This change might cause 
you to need to make modifications to some layouts in the Report Designer, 
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specifically to any layouts that print the routing times and the data does not appear 
to print out correctly. 

Reports 

Service PO Packing List and Packing Labels 
There are new reports for Service PO’s: a Packing List and Packing Labels. The Packing Labels work 
similarly to the Customer Packing Labels. You will need to import the default layouts into the Report 
Designer to use these new reports. To add the new layouts to the Report Designer, follow these steps. 

Quote Estimation Report in Excel 
A new estimation tool for quotes has been added in the Quote Form. This report will put the detail from the 
Quote Estimation Report into Excel. For assemblies, the data will be combined for the entire assembly so 
that you can see the totals of labor operations and materials used on the quote.  

Miscellaneous 
 You can now print a Certificate of Compliance/Conformance from the Company 

Job Activity Table, and not have to wait for a job to be shipped to print it. 

 Added Excel output options on all Red Flag reports 

 Added bar code fields to the Packing List report. Bar code fields are the same as 
what is available on the Packing Labels. 

 Customer Alert will now be triggered when printing a Packing List during the 
shipping of the job, and not just when you print the Packing List from within the 
invoice. 

 Added new fields to various reports. To get new fields on to a layout, you will 
need to go into the Report Designer and add the fields, as we cannot overwrite 
your layout file without losing all changes you might have made in the past. 

 WIP (Jobs) report now takes into account assembly components on job before the 
parent operation is marked complete. Before, the parent operation where 
components were attached had to be completed before we added the cost of the 
subcomponents back into on job portion of WIP. Now, if the operation is not 
complete, we will use the sum of the Part Count from time records to determine 
how many subcomponents to add to the on job WIP value. 

 Route Sheet – fixed problems where the material field for structural material was 
printing the part costing size + webbing size, and where assembly components 
that had been removed from the job initially were not printing in the assembly 
component band as being needed. 

 On Time Shipping Report can now be based on either the Scheduled Ship Date or 
the Customer Requested Date 
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Problems Fixed 
 Fixed a problem where deleting a part definition from Customer Activity Center, 

or a PO from the PO Table would cause the tables to get out of sync, forcing the 
need to press F9 to restore their defaults 

 Fixed problem where the Nest clock would let you clock out of a nest even if it 
wasn't clocked in 

 Fixed problem with Dashboard that caused it to get stuck in infinite loop because 
of nested jobs  

 Fixed problem where relational integrity would cause the deletion of all contacts 
for a customer/vendor.  
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ProfitFab v26 
ProfitFab version 26 is now available and has a whole new look from previous versions. Screens 

have been streamlined and simplified. Users can control screen size and font settings through 

their own User Form, to allow for larger, easier‐to‐read text. Users can also set up their own 

background image to replace the default image as a way to personalize the program. 

	

Program Enhancements 
 Added a dashboard to give real time data about jobs being worked on, who is working 

where, and jobs being shipped during the day. The dashboard looks at clock records to 

give you an idea of what is currently going on out on the shop floor. The data in the 

tables will refresh approximately every two minutes to give you current information. If 

you do not wish for a user to view this information, you can use security settings to 

disable it. The checkbox is located on the Setup‐Maintenance Tab of a user’s security. 
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The Employee Tab shows you all employees who are currently clocked into either the 

Attendance Clock, the Shop Clock, or both. The employee will be listed first, followed by 

entries for the attendance clock and the shop clock. For the shop clock, it will show you 

what operation they are clocked into and what time they clocked into it. If there is also a job 

clocked into that station, it will show you the customer, job number, part number and job 

scheduled ship date. Additionally, it will calculate the actual time accumulated at that 

operation and compare it to the estimated time for the operation and show you the 

percentage of time accumulated. If the percentage exceeds 100% (actual time is greater 

than estimated time) then this line will be highlighted in red so that it stands out visually and 

you can investigate as needed. 
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The Operations Tab shows information similar to the Employee Tab, however it is organized 

by operation. At each station for an operation that has either an employee, a job, or both, 

clocked in, the table will display that information so that you can see who is working on 

what and where. On this tab, the employee and job information is highlighted in red just to 

make it stand out more visually, not because there is some problem that you need to 

investigate. 
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The Active Jobs Tab shows you all jobs currently clocked in and also shows you where it is 

clocked in and what employee is there working on it.  

 

Finally, the Jobs Shipped Tab will list all jobs that have been shipped and closed out. This 

information is date specific and you can select a date at the bottom of the table to look at all 

jobs shipped and closed out on that date. 
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 Some screens have been redesigned to allow for easier access to more important 

information. This also allows screens to display more information if you use Window’s 

Ease of Access features to make screens larger and easier to read. The screens that are 

redesigned are the Part Definition Form, Quote Form, Order Form, Blanket Order Form, 

Invoice Form, and Purchase Order Form. On these forms, the most pertinent 

information is kept on the first tab and visible when you open the form. Other 

information has been moved to secondary tabs. A lot of this information is default info 

that comes from customer settings and never really gets changed. Below is an example 

of the Part Definition Form. 

 

As you can see, the routing and products tables still appear on the first tab, so this is what 

you will see when you open the part definition. For quotes, orders, blanket orders, invoices, 

and purchase orders, the line item tables will all be on the first tab and what you will see 

each time you open them. 

 Audit features added to various parts of the program. On version 25, the audit file 

feature was removed from the program because of problems that it caused versus the 

benefit that it provided. On this version, we are beginning to introduce our own version 

of the audit feature. We have begun with the most common items: customers, part 

definitions, quotes, orders, invoices, and purchase orders. The program will begin to 

record the history of each item starting with the insertion of the record. This feature will 

not be retroactive to cover all of your existing records, but it will begin to record the 

changes as they are made. 
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Changes made to each record can be found on the table of that record. For example, 

changes made to an order will show up on the Changes tab of that order. 

 

You can view each record in a read‐only screen. The program does not allow anyone, 

even users with Supervisor rights, to edit or delete the records. 
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Because customer records are parents of records from the other items, you can see all 

changes made to any of their children records from the Customer Form. The Changes 

tab on the Customer Form will show changes made only to that customer record. 

Clicking on the button to View All changes will open a table with all changes made to 

that customer’s parts, quotes, orders, blanket orders, and invoices. This is also where 

you would go to look for items that have been deleted, since obviously you won’t have 

those items to look for anymore. 

 

 

 Added features for emailing forms to customers and vendors. In the User Form, you can 

enter default text that you want to appear in the body of the email for each one of the 

forms being sent out. You can also enter a default signature to be used for all forms. 
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Additionally, for quotes, you can check a box that will replace the quote number in the 

subject line with the part number and revision of the first line item on the quote. 

 Added Minimum Charge field to Vendor Product Form. Initially, the minimum charge 

was set to each service, and changing the vendor on a service on a part definition did 

not change the minimum charge for that service. If you use multiple vendors who each 

have a different minimum charge, changing vendors will select the correct minimum 

charge for that service 

 Modified the User Printer selection to allow for 'None' if the user cancelled the printer 

select option. Having 'None' should allow one to print to the default printer. This is an 

issue when users log into computers that are not their regular workstation, as the 

printers may have different names from one computer to the next. 

 Allow opening a PO from the Purchase History table within the Product/Service Form, 

and also from the MRP tab on shipped jobs 

 Tables will now save the width settings of columns so that if you resize them, they will 

open back up at that width. If the table settings get jumbled, you can restore the default 

settings by pressing the F9 key while that table is on the active window. 

 Added the option to change a customer’s billing address on the invoice. Normally, a 

customer would only have one billing address, although they can have any number of 

alternate shipping addresses. This is an accounting issue, so through the years the billing 

address has been set for only one. Since we are not trying to do accounting, you can 

now set alternate billing addresses on the order and the invoice. If you use the invoice 

export feature to send your invoices to your accounting package, and you modify the 

billing address, you need to make sure that your accounting program will not have a 

problem with that 

 Added email buttons to the Quote/Order/Invoice/PO tables so that you can email the 

forms to your customer without having to open them 

 Added a quantity field to the Nest Job file so that you can modify the quantity of parts 

being run on a nest. Before, the nest module automatically assumed the full 

manufacturing quantity for all jobs being put on the nest. Now, it defaults to that value, 

but you can change it from the Nest Material Table to account for additional parts, or 

for parts that may have been run individually beforehand. If you do modify the quantity 

of the parts being used, make sure that you run through the Calculate Material and 

Calculate Time routines afterwards so that the new quantity is used in the calculations. 

 Added a short notes field to the Operation Complete window that allows an employee 

on the shop floor to append a short note to the Job Notes field. The note will be added 

at the end of the current notes, potentially include the employee’s name followed by >> 

and then their note. 

Reports 
 Added an Excel print of Purchase History for Services to the Purchase Order History 

Table 
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 Added Excel output to the Product Usage History report 

 Revamped the Efficiency Report and added Excel output. The Excel output contains all 

of the job data which is used in calculating the efficiencies. The printed report now only 

gives you the employee efficiency, not the operation or station efficiency. With the data 

in Excel, you can sort on Employee, or Operation, or Station, then use the Subtotal 

feature to sum the Estimated and Actual Hours columns at each change in the sorted 

field. This will give you the same data as the printed report.  

 Added Customer Requested Date to excel output of Completed Jobs, Active Job Status, 

On Time Shipping, Active Job Listing, and Completion Summary reports. 

 Added the ability to print job labels from the Operation Complete ? screen. This feature 

was for a shop that wanted to reduce/remove paperwork so they eliminated the route 

sheet, and the labels are used to identify job parts as they move through the shop floor. 

Also added Bin Location and list of operation ID’s to the label fields. 

 Added a Customer Material Usage report (to Excel only) to the Inventory tab of the 

Reports Folder. This report looks at the amount of material required according to a part 

definition, then looks at how many parts have been shipped during the time frame 

selected to give you a total of how much material was used for that customer 

 Added a filter to the Active Job Status Listing report to look for jobs that contain 

customer supplied material 

 Added a total weight field to the Packing Slip reports. The weight is calculated based on 

the individual weights set up on the Part Definition form. 

 Added bar code fields to Packing Slip reports. The fields available in bar codes are  

o Customer OEM Number 

o Part ID 

o Part Revision 

o Line Number 

o Part Drawing Number 

o PO Number 

o Invoice Number 

o Manufactured Date 

o Ship Quantity 

These fields can be added to the Packing Slip reports in the Report Designer 

 Added Incomplete On Hand field to excel output of Customer Parts Costing Report so 

that you can find that information. No other reports were looking for that particular 

value. 

 Added the Routing Notes and Service Specs Notes fields to the Quote and Order 

Estimation Reports 

 Added Cumulative Received and Date Received fields to Open PO Report in Excel 

 Added Excel output for the Employee Productivity Report 
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Problems Fixed 
 Fixed problem in quantity calculator of Part Routing Form and Job Part Routing Form 

 Fixed problem where you couldn’t change Operation Type on the Default Operations 

Form 

 Fixed problem where going into part definition and then the on‐hand audit when you 

don't have supervisor rights caused going back into other part definitions to get locked 

up as if you had no security 

 Fixed problem of updating costs between the vendor invoice and the PO when dealing 

with services that have different costs for the same service item. This is a problem since 

costs can vary from part to part and often end up on the same PO and Invoice 

 Fixed problem with shipping jobs and having it update material usage. It wasn't 

populating the material table in most cases involving assemblies 

 Fixed problem in nest module that would indicate the total number of parts completed 

each time a nest was clocked in. This resulted in multiple time records for each job on 

the nest, each one showing the full quantity of parts being completed. The nest module 

now will only update the quantity of parts completed when the nest is marked 

complete. 

 Fixed problem with how the Nest was treating MRP records in cases where the material 

from the nest was already on a PO. It wasn't marking the material pull from on hand the 

way it was supposed to and the MRP Adjust was removing those line items 

 Changed the Default Grab Dimensions and Default Webbing Dimensions to only apply to 

sheet material 

 Fixed problem with Job Nest Form not resizing properly 

 During invoice export for QuickBooks, having a “ in an ID or Description field would 

result in data getting out of alignment in QuickBooks since they interpret the “ to mean 

something else. In the past we would always recommend against using the “ to indicate 

inches, but now we are looking for the presence of the “ in those fields before we export 

them, and if we find them, we simply remove them. This will prevent QuickBooks from 

getting out of alignment and creating bogus accounts or other entities. It will also 

potentially cause QuickBooks to create new items if your item in their system contained 

the “ as part of its ID. 
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ProfitFab v25.1 
ProfitFab version 25 is now available, and has a whole new look from previous versions. Screens have been 
streamlined and simplified. Users can control screen size and font settings through their own User Form, to 
allow for larger, easier-to-read text. Users can also set up their own background image to replace the 
default image as a way to personalize the program. 

Program Enhancements 
The program layout has been revamped so make it more visually stimulating. Users can set the font for the 
program, which allows them to control the size of the screens as well as the text within the screens. This 
allows for a smoother interface as opposed to resizing screens which caused many screen elements 
(buttons, prompts, etc. ) to grow and move disproportionally to each other. By setting a system font to the 
desired size and font type, users can increase the size of the text to make it easy to read without distorting 
the screen in the process. Users can also set a background image of their choice to replace the standard 
background image that has always been a part of the program. These settings are accessible from the User 
Form, and must be set for each individual user. 
Many tables have been redesigned to provide more useful information so that you can find it at a glance at 
the table without having to open the record to look for it. Other changes to tables include highlighting 
specific items in a way that makes them stand out, hiding items that are closed out to quickly get to items 
that are still open, streamlining and positioning buttons so that they have continuity from one tab to the 
next. 
New notes fields have been added to files like the Product Vendor file, the Materials files (part definition 
materials), and alert notes have been added to the job routing so that you can get the attention of someone 
clocking into a specific operation on a job. Alert notes, if enabled, are visually set apart with their buttons 
turning red. Inventory items can now be replaced throughout the system. This makes it easier to streamline 
the inventory list after years of multiple entries made for the same items. A new search for Source ID fields 
will allow you to find all jobs where a particular material was used. 
New fields have been added to Employee records to allow you to track hire date, termination date, and 
performance review dates, along with fields to store their cell phone number and two email addresses.  The 
Employee Listing Report has these fields available to it and can be added in the Report Designer. Fields 
have also been added to the quote module to track when a quote was created and a due date for it to be 
completed by. Another new field has been added to give materials on part definitions an in-house 
description.  
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Another field has been added to the Assembly file to enable the printing of a component on the packing list 
being sent to the customer. This field will be visible as a checkbox on the Part Definition whenever you 
open it from the Assembly Map. If checked, when shipping the assembly and printing the packing list, the 
component will be shown as a line item on the packing list only (it doesn’t show up on the invoice or 
change the pricing in any way). This will allow you to account for additional items that ship with an 
assembly that may not be a part of the actual finished item, like bags containing additional hardware for the 
end user. 
The Product Vendor form has been updated to show RFQs to the vendor for that material, and to add a 
notes field so that the purchasing person can keep track of information about the product. Items in the RFQ 
table will be highlighted in red if the RFQ is unverified, and highlighted in yellow if the RFQ is verified but 
not yet received. 
On the Job Nest Form, an export button will export information about the nest to Excel. This information is 
just basic information – Part ID, Rev, Description, Quantity, that can possibly be used to import into your 
nesting software. This was based on SS-Nest software from Striker Systems. If your nesting programs 
support some feature like this, but requires a different format or different data, please provide feedback on 
that and we can expand on this feature. 
The program will now close out any active time records for a job when it is being shipped. Before, those 
time records would remain open, adding cost to the job until you manually closed the time record and fixed 
the data. Before, the idea was that when you found a job that was continuing to add labor cost, it would 
stick out when you ran costing reports and you would be able to find it and make corrections. You should 
still run costing reports like the Completion Summary to find jobs that look like they have gone beyond 
their budget and investigate them to find any discrepancies in the data that need to be attended to. 

New Reports 
SPC – available on the Quality tab of the Reports Folder – This report exports data measurements made on 
part SPC data points to Excel.  Data can be filtered by Customer and used to import into SPC programs. 
RMA Non-Conformance – available on the Quality tab of the Reports Folder – This report calculates return 
data based on the Non-Conformance type and provides job count and total cost attributed to each type of 
non-conformance. This report will generate two worksheets in Excel. One is a breakdown by Type of 
Nonconformance and the other is a breakdown by Operation. You can select up to two date ranges to run 
comparisons over a period of time. 
Profit by Customer and Profit by Part – available on the Profit tab of the Reports Folder – These reports 
calculate profit by the indicated item, customer or part (within a customer). The data from this report comes 
from the running of the Completion Summary Report, which is saved specifically for the running of this 
report.  In order to run these reports, you need to run the Completion Summary reports for the period of 
time you are interested in. As this report can be time consuming to run, you should probably set it up to run 
at the end of the workday to cover spans of a year or more. Once the data is created for the profit files, you 
can then run these new reports. If you find a problem with a job and make corrections that affect the 
outcome of the completion report, you can simply re-run the Completion Summary Report for the day that 
the job was shipped, and the file will be updated with the new data values. 
Blanket Order Status – available on Company Blanket Order Table – export only – This report prints the 
status of all Working Blanket Orders to show how many ordered, how many shipped, and balance of all 
line items. 
Job Loads – available on the Scheduling tab in the Reports Folder – this report will look at all active jobs in 
the system and find operations that are not yet completed to calculate how much time is required at each 
operation. The time is then broken down into multiple time ranges – Past Due (Scheduled Ship date has 
already passed), 0-7 days, 8-15 days, 15-30 days, 31-60 days, 61-90 days, and more than 90 days. All of 
these ranges are based on the scheduled ship date of the job compared to the date the report is run. 
Service Vendor NCM – available on the Quality tab of the Reports Folder – this report will count the 
number of Vendor NCM records and the total number of jobs sent to the vendor to provide a measure of the 
Nonconformance % for each vendor. 
Vendor On Time Summary – available on the Quality tab of the Reports Folder – this report will count all 
the items purchased from a vendor, and count how many items were received late to provide a measure of 
how well each vendor is doing with on-time delivery. In order for an item to be counted as being late, either 
the PO or the individual line item must have a Delivery Date set up. If no delivery date is set up, then a line 
item will always be assumed to have been delivered on time. 
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Customer NCM – available on the Quality tab of the Reports Folder – this report will count the total 
number of jobs shipped to a customer and the total number of RMAs generated for that customer during the 
selected time frame.  

Problems Fixed 
 Fixed problem where we weren't clearing the alert notes field on jobs when 

creating them and so any alert notes in memory were getting propagated to new 
jobs. 

 Fixed problem in Productivity Report that caused it to add Attendance time for an 
entire day each time a new Employee Time record was found for that day. This 
caused the Productivity Report to grossly overstate the Idle time for the employee. 

 Fixed problem in Route Sheet printing the assembly band information where it 
would not print data if the assembly job was split into multiple shipments so that 
the order of jobs did not follow a single assembly line. Also added the # of pieces 
per assembly needed for the components. 

 Made changes to make sure that all PO line items were pointing to the correct 
vendor. Found instances where it would get off and data would be missing when 
viewing the purchase history table from the Product Service form. 

 Fixed problem on PO form that caused it to overstate values in the queue if there 
were only one queue record and it wasn't highlighted before performing the 
change operation. This resulted in temporarily displaying the wrong quantities for 
items on the PO, which would be cleared up if the PO were closed and reopened. 

 Fixed problem in the Assembly Completion report that caused the new page 
filters not to work when printing the detail. The problem was a combination of 
how the code was written, and how the layout was set up. The layouts need to be 
changed to remove the Page Before attributes from the two data bands that 
contain them. Also found problems in other reports that do not have the print to 
screen option and were not printing any pages. 

 Fixed problem in Product/Service form causing it to lose the Department setting . 

 Fixed problem with Dept Num getting set in the part definition when no 
department was selected. 

 Addressed issues with Nest module dealing with how we create MRP records. We 
found that if an item had been purchased already using MRP, the record was 
being deleted, recreated and tagged to the PO, but not marked as received if it had 
been. Made it so if it is on a PO already, it won't be touched and we then compare 
things to determine if the new MRP record should be marked as pull from on 
hand or not. 

 Fixed problem where the Employee Detail Time (Job) report was getting the 
wrong estimated times for jobs on the excel version 
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 Fixed problem in Nest module that caused fields not to be set if you entered an 
operation id directly without bringing up the lookup table. It caused the job 
lookup table to bring up no jobs 

 Fixed problem in security screen that caused it to not accept the full length of 
company name if all caps were used. Changed the field from a text field to a 
regular field. The text field had been used to allow for copy/paste right click, 
which is now available for all fields in the program. 

 Fixed problem on Part Product Form and Job Part Product Form where the part 
cost was not being calculated correctly when charging for the full 
blank/stick/sheet 

 Made modifications to the PO Material Tag report to allow it to be printed as a 
label as well as a report. This will allow it to go to your default label printer 
instead of your default reports printer, if that is what you want to print. Also made 
some adjustments to fix a problem causing it to print multiple blank labels each 
time it was printed to a label printer 
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ProfitFab v24.2 

 Fixed problem with scaling factor on PDF generation if the user’s computer was set 
up to increase the font size. 

 Fixed a formatting issue on the Route Sheet that limited materials sizes to 9999.99 or 
less on the print out 

 Fixed problem causing the Routing and Material forms to be disabled when coming 
from the shop clock module and trying to edit the job.  

 Removed the OVR attribute from all fields on all screens. For some reason, the 
update to C9 added this attribute to a lot of fields and it changed the way they work, 
where entering data into a field that already had data, it would overwrite it instead of 
inserting it. 

 Changed the sort order used on the Jobs tab of the Customer Activity Center back to 
the original sort order as it seemed that many customers made use of that sort order 

 Modified the clock screen to keep a running history of previous activity. Instead of 
clearing the Activity field with each interaction, it will maintain the activity listed 
until it hits around 2000 characters, then it will clear it and start over. This will allow, 
to some degree, the ability for people to look back at what they just did or where they 
just clocked into. 

 Fixed problem where the Invoice History button on the Customer Activity Center was 
pointing to the new table designed for in-house parts. 

 Fixed problem of getting off the vendor in the PO form. If you did a lookup for the 
product, it was going to the Product/Service Table where we added a lookup to 
populate the Primary Vendor in the table, and that primary vendor was be stuck in 
memory and overwriting the data in the PO. 

 Fixed problem with Enterkey to Tabkey so that Enter key on a table should select the 
record on the table and open it for viewing, or select it from a lookup table 

 Fixed problem in Nest table where it wasn't selecting the correct job 
 Added a Total Employee Labor Cost field to Completion reports 
 Added Alert Notes to individual job routing so that you can alert an employee on a 

specific job operation at the shop clock module 
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ProfitFab v24.1 

New Features 

 Departments 

ProfitFab now has a department file to help break down various entities within the program to 
allow for more specific reporting of sales and other items. You can now assign the following 
entities to specific departments: Customer parts, inventory, employees, and operations. Most of 
the reports involving these entities that go to Excel now have the Department name field added so 
that you can make use of that within Excel for filtering and sorting data. The department name 
field has also been added to the Report Designer reports so that you can add it to your layouts of 
these same reports. 
The following reports contain the new Department name field: 
Working Invoice Listing Detailed, Shipped Invoice Listing Detailed, Verified Invoice Listing 
Detailed, Completion Report Summary, Active Jobs Status Listing, Completed Jobs Listing, 
Ontime/Late Shipment Report, Active Job Listing, Parts Done by Operation, Scrap, Wip, A/R 
Wip, Nest Job Search, Product/Service Listing, Product Costing, Product by Vendor, Customer 
Parts Listing, Customer Parts Costing, Product History, Attendance, RMA Stats, Parts Shipped 
Detail, Station Schedule, Operation Schedule, Shipping schedule, Work Schedule, Operation Time 
Detail, Employee Time Detail, Employee Time Detail (Operations), Employee Time Analysis, 
Open PO, PO Delivery 
To set up your departments , go to the Setup  Departments pull-down menu to bring up the 
Department Table. 
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You can then set your employees and operations to a particular department from within the 
Employee Form and Default Operations Form. You can set your customer parts and inventory 
items to departments individually, or you can set parts by customer and inventory by category. 
To set all parts for a customer to a single department, open the Customer Form and go to the 
Default Info tab, and click the Department button. To set all inventory for a category to a single 
department, go to the Category Table under the Setup pull‐down menu, open the category from 
the table and click the Set Department button. 

 Multiple Currency  

ProfitFab now has support for dealing with multiple currencies. This is set up on a customer by 
customer and vendor by vendor basis. To facilitate this, it is controlled by a couple of things – the 
country setting of the customer/vendor, and a check box for each one to turn the feature on/off. 
The country is now set up in a file where you can set up the name of the Country, the conversion 
factor now in effect, and the date that conversion factor was set. After setting up countries, you 
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can use them to select the country setting for Vendors and Customers. Previous settings for those 
fields will be overwritten, so you will need to reset them after you set them up in the table. Each 
country field will have a lookup table you can access via the lookup button next to the field. The 
checkbox to turn this feature on for a customer is on the Customer Form under the Default Info 
tab, and is labeled Different Currency. This same checkbox can be found on the Vendor Form. 
When a customer is set up to allow for multiple currencies, their quotes, orders, and invoices will 
display the current prices alongside the regular price fields.  

 
The conversion factor used is shown along the bottom of the form, and can be updated if necessary 
by clicking the button next to it. For vendors, these fields will show up on the PO, Service PO, and 
vendor invoices. 
Under the Setup pull-down menu, there are two options that apply to multiple currencies.  

 
Use the Countries option to set up your countries with their initial exchange rate. After they are set 
up, you can use the Currencies option to quickly update currencies for multiple countries. In the 
Currency Update Table you can edit in-place to quickly change the conversion rate and date fields. 
When you change the rate, it will not have any effect on currently created quotes, orders, invoices, 
PO’s, or vendor invoices. However, if those items are not verified, they can still be updated 
individually to reflect the new rate. 
The additional fields for multiple currencies have been added to the various reports you send out 
to your customers and vendors. You will need to create new layouts for those reports in the Report 
Designer. The easiest way to do that is to open the current layout that you use, save it with a new 
name that indicates the multiple currency, and then replace the current price fields with their 
multiple currency counterparts. The multiple currency fields in the Report Designer all have an 
MC prefix in the field name. 
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 RFQ 

Modified the RFQ Receiving Form to allow for updating records in the Product and MRP files. 
You can update the vendor’s leadtime and last cost (this field is used as the cost on the next PO 
made to the vendor for this item). You can set the vendor as the primary vendor for the item. You 
can also set all current MRP records for that item to use that vendor so that making a PO for the 
vendor will show the items in the MRP table. You can update the item’s quote/estimate cost with 
the cost from the RFQ. Finally, you can automatically create a PO to the vendor for the item, or 
have it added as a line item on an existing PO, if there is one in the Open folder. 

 

 Alert Notes 

Added new memo fields to hold Alert notes separate from regular notes. This will allow you to 
maintain separate notes for each customer, job, and inventory item. 

 Added a button to MRP table to mark items pull from on hand. This will 
allow you to quickly move through the MRP Table and clear items that 
have a surplus of material and do not need to be ordered via MRP. 

 Added checks and warnings for when a part on an order has 0 cost, and if 
the number of jobs created does not match the job number counter. 

 Made changes to nest module so that if material is already marked pull 
from on hand or placed on a PO, the new nest material MRP record will 
reflect the same thing 
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 Added a warning message to Attendance clock that will not allow you to 
clock out of attendance if you are still clocked into an operation, 
controlled by a checkbox in the system setup 

 Added PO Receiving and Active Job Time Entries to Shop Clock. PO 
Receiving has a password field available in the System Setup so that you 
can control who has access to it. 

 Added a global part search to search for any part definition by Part ID, 
Part Description, or Shop Code. Search table gives access to the part 
definition and to the History of Quotes/Orders/Jobs/Invoices for the part. 

 

 Added tax fields to the quote/order/purchase order tables,  

If your customer or vendor is marked taxable, you can now add taxes to their quotes, orders, and 
purchase orders. In order to get these fields to print on the forms, you will need to add them to 
your layouts using the Report Designer. 

 Added Excel buttons to quote and order to allow a simple export to excel 
for line items 

 Added a note to indicate when vendor invoice price does not equal PO 
price and offer a chance to update the PO 

 Added fields for email features and moved email fields to User form. All 
emailing capability must be set up for each individual user - this could 
allow some to use Outlook and others to use our built-in email. Also, we 
now have support for SSL/TLS secure authentication. Also changed the 
path to where to save PDF files from an INI entry to a data field - you will 
need to reset these after the update. Also added a checkbox that will allow 
for deleting the PDF files instead of forcing them to be saved somewhere. 

 Added a password field for the Employee record to be able to use the 
attendance clock. If a password is entered into the field, that password is 
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required to clock in/out of attendance. If the field is left blank, then no 
password will be required. This should help in situations where employees 
are accidentally or on purpose clocking other employees out of attendance. 

 Added a customer filter to the completion summary report. This will allow 
you to run the report for a single customer to look at each job over a 
period of time and calculate profitability for that customer. When run to 
excel, further manipulation can be used to find profitability by part for that 
customer over a given time frame, and then compared to other customers 
over the same time frame. 

 Added a band to Route Sheet to print assembly sub-component job 
information. In order to get this, the band must be added at the Report 
Designer for the Route Sheet layouts that you print. Within the band, you 
will want to add the fields for Component Job #, Component MFG Qty, 
Component Part ID, and Component Part Rev, and any prompts that you 
need to label the fields. This band will print below the operation at which 
the components are attached to the parent job. There may be more than 
one attachment depending on how you set up your assemblies, but each 
one will print at the appropriate operation. 

 The order acknowledgement can now be printed or emailed before the 
order is verified 

 Added a warning message when putting a job on hold if the job is attached 
to a nest 

 Added a tab to the Product / Service table to sort products by Alloy 
 Added Job specific files to the Part Related files table. If a file is inserted 

from within a job, the file will only show up for that job, along with all the 
part related files that are attached to the part itself. 

 Added a minimum order amount field to Customer Form and code to 
check the order subtotal when verifying order to give a message if 
minimum order amount not met. The minimum order amount is set up on 
the Customer Form under the History tab. 

 Added default accounting fields to customer record, and added a button to 
update all customer parts with those fields. Any parts created for the 
customer will contain the default field settings for that customer.  

 Added the ability to choose what type of inventory record to create for line 
items on the QB export - choices are Inventory, Non-Inventory, and 
Service. This feature is for QuickBooks users only and affects how 
QuickBooks will treat the items if you export them.  Typically, if you do 
not export line item details and QuickBooks finds a line item which does 
not match anything in your item list, it will create a new item in QB and 
the item type will be set as a Service. This prevents QB from trying to 
track inventory levels on the item and affecting inventory account 
balances. If you select to create them this way it will still behave the same 
way. however, if you select to export line item details and choose 
Inventory as the type, QB will either create them that way, or find them 
already set up, and data in our export will be used to determine the COG 
on that item in QB, which will then have an effect on your inventory 
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accounts in QB. For the most part, if you have been exporting line item 
details, they have been going over as Inventory type items, and so you 
would continue to do so choosing that option. If you have not been 
exporting line item details, you can continue to not export them and it will 
work the same, or you can export them as Service and it will also work the 
same. 

 Added Nest # column to Job History table to provide a quick reference to 
what nests a particular part has been placed on 

 Modified Customer Activity Center Job tab to sort jobs by Job Number. 
Previously, it was sorting by STATUS (Hold, then Shipped, then 
Working) and SCH:NUM which resulted in an order that didn't make 
sense to the end user 

 Added a summary option for the Excel output on the Vendor On Time 
reports so that you could get to total fields that are not easily obtainable on 
the other excel output. 

 Added an inactive flag to contacts so that they can be marked inactive and 
not show up in tables. This is preferable to deleting the contacts because if 
you delete them and then open an old quote/order/invoice, there will be no 
record to show you that they were the contact. 

 Improved messages given during unshipping job routine to spell out things 
about status of invoice. When a job is unshipped, the most recent invoice 
that it is attached to will be treated as follows: If the invoice has been 
verified then no changes are made and a message alerts you to the need for 
making a credit invoice to offset the current invoice. If the Invoice is in 
the shipped folder, the line item will be removed from the invoice, but the 
invoice itself will be unchanged. This might result in invoices that have no 
line items on them (if the job was the only line item on the invoice), and 
because it is in the shipped folder, it will not re-collect the job when it is 
shipped again. If the invoice is in the working folder, again the line item 
will be removed and the invoice unchanged, but because it is in the 
working folder it will collect new line items, including the job when it gets 
shipped again as long as the invoice remains in that folder. 

 All fields now have right-click option for cut/copy/paste. 

Problems addressed 

 Fixed problem in Vendor Invoice Register report that caused all vendors 
to print header/footer even when they didn't have any invoices within the 
date range listed. This resulted in adding many pages to the report that 
were completely unnecessary. 

 Fixed problem in PFILES table that caused a GPF whenever you tried to 
view a file setup as a Snapshot, only from the Product, Vendor, or PO 
Line item.  

 Fixed a small problem in the Receiving table where resizing it caused the 
prompts to get misaligned.  
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 Fixed problems in the Completed Jobs Report where from stock jobs were 
showing a positive quantity for parts put into stock when it should have 
been a negative, and also where assembly jobs were showing a 0 price 

 Fixed problem in nesting module material calculation where it did not take 
into account the Parts Per Size value and so would vastly over estimate 
situations where people put the full sheet size as the part costing size and 
then manually calculated how many parts they could get out of a sheet 
using the Parts Per Size field. 

 Resized the Assembly Map Table to make it larger. The screen cannot be 
automatically resizeable because it is all generated in source code.  

 Worked on problem having to do with assembly components and 
Committed amounts. Changed how jobs are created when making 
assemblies so that if the main component is completely ship from stock 
then no sub component jobs are created. Also in the MRP Adjust, altered 
how committed is counted on component jobs to find out how many are 
needed to satisfy their parent components MFG quantity. 

 Deleting a line item from an order will now update the quantity in the 
blanket order if the line item came from a blanket order. Before, once 
parts were moved from the blanket order to an order, the amount ordered 
was increased and the balance reduced, but deleting that order did not 
change the quantities back. 

 Fixed problem where attaching files via the shop clock was causing the 
program to change the working directory and then create blank TPS files 
in the new directory 

 Fixed problem where the COG field on a part could get set incorrectly 
under certain circumstances and if the part were exported to QB as an 
inventory type field along with the line item details, the cost in QB would 
be updated with the incorrect amount and affect the P/L reports. 

 Fixed problem in scrap calculations when the operation at which the parts 
were scrapped was the 2nd or later instance of that operation on the job. 
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ProfitFab v23.5 
 Fixed problem in the Employee Time Detail Report in Excel where it was printing the same job 

number for all job time records 
 Fixed problem where the Employee Detail Time report offered XLS output as an option, but the 

report wasn't set up for that. Made that report available in Excel. 
 Fixed problem that caused very long refreshes to appear that the program was locking up, white 

screen with no data, or missing cursor and buttons.  
 Fixed problem that caused long part #'s - more than 16 characters - to get clipped and not print the 

entire part # in the assembly map reports. 
 Fixed problems that affected the calculation of Committed for products used on nested jobs. 
 Added a new report to break down the Operations Schedule by stations and to print a station per 

page. Stations are assigned to jobs in a round robin feature unless a station is already assigned to a 
specific job operation. For example, if you have 2 stations available at an operation, the 1st job is 
assigned to station 1, the 2nd is assigned to station 2, the 3rd job is assigned to station 1, etc. 

 Added Customer name and customer name bar code fields to part label 
 Modified the Part Product Form to make sure that it doesn't recalculate values under certain 

conditions - it was recalculating whenever the button for product id lookup was selected, even if 
the product did not change. It also was being recalculated whenever the grain constraint fields 
were being selected. 

 Added option to add invoice line item notes when shipping jobs. These notes are available to print 
on packing lists and will precede any notes that are copied from the order line item to the invoice. 

 Made changes to User Printer Settings – when a user opens their own User Form, the printers that 
are set to None will be changed to the Default printer on the user’s computer upon exiting the 
form. This is to prevent a problem where printing to a preselected printer, then printing a report 
with no preselected printer would actually print to the previously preselected printer. 

 Modified the majority of report procedures so that if there is not default layout selected, a Select 
Layout window will open. If a default layout is selected, the reports will print directly to the 
layout. This will not seem to make a change in most instances since the majority of reports 
required a default layout in order to print. What this feature does allow for is having multiple 
layouts available to print, and by simply not making any of them default, having the option at 
runtime which layout to choose. For existing reports with default layouts, the default flag can be 
removed by selecting it in the Report Designer and clicking the Set/Remove as Default button. 

 Added two new scheduling reports – Work Schedule and Station Capacity. These reports are 
accessible from the Scheduling tab in the Reports Folder. The Work Schedule report lists all jobs 
due to ship during a time frame you choose, and shows you each operation with its estimated 
times, actual accumulated times, and parts done. You can filter it so that only incomplete 
operations are shown, or all operations. The Station Capacity report is similar to the Operation 
Forecast report, but it gives the breakdown for each individual station that can be scheduled in the 
Station Scheduler. It shows you the capacity for the station, how many hours of work are 
scheduled to that station, and how many hours are scheduled on late jobs for that station. Both of 
these reports can be sent to an Excel spreadsheet. You will need to import the default layouts 
into your Report Designer before you try to run these reports.  

 Added a Margin calculator to the Cost Calculator screens to allow you to set a price based on 
Margin instead of Markup. 

 Added an automatic NRE feature to part definitions. This feature will add and NRE line item to 
Quotes, Orders, and Invoices whenever a part is added to them that makes use of this feature. To 
use the feature for a given part, fill out the Price and Description fields in the Part Definition form, 
and check the box to turn the feature on for that part. Whenever a part is manually put onto a 
Quote, Order, or Invoice and has this feature turned on, an additional line item will be added for 
the same quantity using the pre-defined description.  

 Added the ability to manually create vendor invoices and to add line items to vendor invoices. 
Before, this feature was strictly tied to the receiving function in purchase orders.  

 Added the ability to update or append all part definitions with operation notes added at the Default 
Operations Form.  
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 Added various fields to many different report layouts 
 Fixed several issues including 

o changing the MFG QTY on main component job was not updating Job Qty field on sub 
components 

o Shipping screen would change Parts on Hand without making an entry into the Audit file 
o Bilingual Time clock was not allocating sub component parts to parent job 
o Customer invoices being created with Export Date already set 
o Adding new product categories put category under wrong material type 
o Added warning if trying to verify a nest without setting up material usage and job time 

allocation 
o Changing the Order Number on a new order would cause the line items attached to the 

order to disappear and show up as orphans on the next order created. 
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ProfitFab v23.4 
 Added the ability to set up nest jobs on structural, hardware, finish, and other inventory types. For 

structural material, nestable jobs must have similar material determined by the Alloy and Guage 
fields. For hardware, finish, and other materials, jobs must contain the exact same item to be 
nestable together. However, this does not mean that different items cannot be put onto the same 
nest. A nest can contain multiple materials being nested together, as in a lights out situation. With 
the non-sheet type materials, nesting is more of a function of being able to clock multiple jobs in 
at the same time, or for dealing with operations like injection molding where multiple parts can be 
cast together out of the same material, but the material is not sheet material. 

 Added a date field to flag invoices as being exported and added fields to the export procedure to 
determine how to handle invoices that have already been exported to allow users to prevent 
exporting the same invoice twice. 

 Added a maintenance utility to update Product cost/price by a percentage factor for a selected 
product type/category. 

 Added a routine to inventory to allow for changing product type, e.g. from Hardware to Other 
 Added a search/replace for products to replace one product with another on all part definitions. 

The material replacing the item must be of the same type (sheet replacing another sheet). This 
routine will replace the item on all quotes, orders, and jobs, as well as purchase orders and vendor 
invoices. When complete, the routine will delete the item that was replaced. 

 Added a check box to security to control who can delete records out of the licensing monitor. 
Previously this was only allowed for someone with Supervisor rights, but now this ability can be 
designated to other users. 

 Made modifications to the RMA and Invoice modules to handle the changes of on hand 
differently. Now, just putting in an RMA on a part is not going to affect the on hand value, even 
when a credit invoice is generated. The invoicing module is also going to not make changes to on 
hand whenever a line item ties back to an RMA and the shipped qty is negative, indicating a credit 
invoice from the RMA. If parts are returned by a customer via the RMA module, the parts are not 
treated as though they are ship ready on hand. Any job that is created to build new parts or to 
rework existing parts will put them into on hand inventory when the job is shipped. 

 Added a report to show sales for products put onto invoices. Access to the report is from within 
the Product Service Form, or from the Product Service Table. It runs for a single product at a time. 

 Added PO Material Tag report. Access for this report is in PO Receiving Form. 
 Added excel output for the following reports: 

o Open PO Report 
o Purchase Order History Report 
o Operation Time Detail Report 
o Employee Time Detail Report 

 Modified the filter on the Operation Schedule report to allow for selecting the number of hours or 
number of jobs to print per station 

 Made changes to Completion Summary report and Completion reports to account for costs 
associated with multiple job runs and ship from stock jobs. Modified the SCH:CUMSTOCKQTY 
to account for parts pulled from stock to ship a job so that it subtracts the amount of parts pulled 
from stock. With this, a job that is shipped completely from stock will have a net produced qty of 
0 assuming everything shipped is pulled from stock on the Shipping screen. 

 Modified the printer direction screen to allow for selecting Customer/In-house/Both as data 
sources for both Open and Verified Order reports 

 Fixed bug in Verified Invoice Detail report that would cause it to miss invoices if a customer's 
name has been changed  

 Fixed a bug in Efficiency Report where job time records with no net time were causing the report 
to zero out the Operation totals 

 Fixed the Job Ship screen that was indicating all operations not complete on ship from stock jobs 
for operations not marked as print on from stock router 

 Fixed problem in Quote Line Form that prevented 1st run charges for Silk/Other from being added 
to a part with no prior orders 
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 Fixed problem in Nest Material lookup field that caused it to open lookup table even when an 
exact match for a product ID was selected 

 The Valid Thru date was automatically being calculated when verifying a quote. Added a question 
prompt to allow users to determine how to set this field if the date did not equal the Valid Thru 
settings in the Company defaults. 

 Fixed date formatting issues in the SPC data table 
 Modified how we are accessing files in the Part Related Files table. The filedialog is set to open to 

a saved entry from the INI file, but if that entry is invalid due to changes in path/folder names, or 
if a previous file already inserted had an incorrect path, the program would shut down or cause a 
Windows error to appear. Now, if an error occurs due to one of the above reasons, the filedialog 
will open to the current working folder containing the ProfitFab files. 

 Fixed problem in the wpffix utility that wasn't unchecking the box for Nest file after repairing it. It 
did fix the file, just didn't uncheck the box. Also realigned checkboxes so that they fix in the order 
shown 

 Added Description search fields to the Customer Part Adjustment Table and Customer Parts 
Selection Table 
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ProfitFab v23.3 patch 1 
 Fixed problem with Invoice Register not printing total 
 Quote/Order price would change when Hold Price was checked if you went to the part definition 

and came back out to the Line Form, the cancelled the Line Form 
 Customer Parts Table lookup always went to the first part in the table and not the last part that was 

in memory 
 Default salesperson not being saved on Customer Form. To fix this, you must run the 

SALESMAN.EXE application once or run the full update program which will run this application 
for you. 

 Added a Default value for prompting on the Operation Complete Screen to select the default value 
as either Yes or No 

 Added the Route Sheet Printed field to the Excel output of the Active Jobs reports 
 Added check boxes for filtering on the Nest Job Search report and the Nest Jobs Select Table to 

control whether or not to include jobs that have already started tracking time at the nest operation 
 Added a check box to control how operations are added to new part definition routing table, where 

double-clicking will either add the operation or open the Part Routing Form 
 Added the Scheduled Completion Date field to all Active Job Status reports 
 Fixed a problem with multiple time entries for a single nest job caused by 1st and 2nd shift people 

clocking into the same nest 
 Added Line Number field to Blanket Order, Order and Invoice, and made the field available to 

print on Blanket Order, Blanket Order Acknowledgement, Order, Order Acknowledgement, Order 
Estimation, Invoice, Packing Slip, and Packing Labels reports. 
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ProfitFab v23.3 
Announcing the release of ProfitFab 2012. This version features a new Nesting Module along with many 
other changes to help your life easier. 

Feature Enhancements 

Job Nesting Module 
 
For shops that use commercial nesting software to maximize yields on 2-D sheet material, ProfitFab's 
Nesting Module can be used to improve accuracy on time and material tracking. After running a series of 
jobs through a nesting program, data from that program can be used to set up a Nested Job in ProfitFab. A 
nested job can then be clocked in to track time on all jobs from the nest simultaneously, and clocked out to 
allocate the material required by the nest. Nest jobs can also be set up for lights out operations where many 
jobs using multiple materials are run through a machine with a sheet loader and lights out capabilities. 
 

Before setting up a nest 

 
Before setting up a nest, there are a couple of things that must be set up in ProfitFab. First, a nested job in 
ProfitFab is focused on an operation, and so operations must be set up as nestable operations in the system. 
To set an operation as a nestable operation, check the Nestable box in the Operation Specs of the Default 
Operations Form. 
 

 
Second, in order for materials to be considered nestable together, they must be similar in nature. Obviously, 
you wouldn't nest a job requiring two different types of material. The fields that are required to be set to 
find nestable jobs in the system are the product's Alloy and Gauge/Thickness field from the Properties box 
in the Product/Service Form. 
 

Setting up a nest 
Once you have run your jobs through your nesting software, you are ready to set up a nest job in ProfitFab. 
To do this, open the Company Job Nest Table by clicking the Nest icon. 

 
 
Click [Insert] to open the Job Nest Form. 
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Enter an Operation ID for the operation at which you are going to nest jobs, or click the button to open an 
Operation Selection Table. Please note that only operations that are checked as Nestable will show up in 
this table. Select the desired operation from the table to return to the Job Nest Form. 
 
Now, you need to select a material on which the jobs are to be nested. Click the [Insert] button to bring up 
the Nest Material Table. Enter the Product ID or click the ellipses button to open the Product/Service Table 
and select a material. Enter the total quantity of this material required for the nest - you should be able to 
get this value from your nesting software. 
 
Click the [Add Jobs] button to search through active jobs to find jobs to add to the nest. The Nest Job 
Select Table will search all active jobs looking for any that have the material being nested on, or any 
similar material as described above, being used at the operation you have chosen. Go through the table 
adding jobs to the nest by clicking [(Un)Mark Jobs] button to mark them. When you have selected all that 
are needed, click [Add to Nest] and you will return to the Nest Material Table.  
 
Once all of the jobs have been added, you need to calculate the material needed for each individual job and 
you do this by clicking the [Calculate Material] button. To calculate the material for each individual job, 
ProfitFab will look at the part costing size and multiply by the number of parts being manufactured to 
calculate the total square inches of material needed for the job, and for each subsequent job on the nest, 
keeping a running sum of the total number of square inches required. Then ProfitFab will prorate the needs 
of each job as a percentage of the total amount needed, and use this factor to assign a percentage of the total 
quantity of material required for the nest to each job. After calculating the material needed for each job, 
click [OK] to return to the Job Nest Form. 
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The final step needed before verifying the nest is to calculate the time needed for each job. Nesting won't 
necessarily save massive amounts of time but the nest job will be clocked in for some amount of time it 
takes all jobs to complete, and each job is only getting a portion of that time. To find the portion being 
allotted to each job, click the [Calculate Time] button. ProfitFab will find a prorated time factor much the 
same was as the material was allocated. This factor will then be used at the shop clock module for each job 
time record. 
 
If you are going to run a nest with multiple materials, insert another material and add jobs to it following 
the same steps outlined above. 
 
Once you have completed setting up the nest, and everything is accurate, you can verify the nest and print a 
nest Route Sheet to give to the employee working on the jobs. 
 

Verifying a Nest 
When a nest is verified, ProfitFab will loop through each job on the nest, find the material that is being 
replaced by the nest on that job, and remove that material from MRP and from the job. Then, the material 
that is being used on the nest will be added to the job and added to MRP. This is so that clocking into the 
job allocates the correct material to the job and that MRP reports the correct amount of material that needs 
to be ordered. The original material attached to the job is not actually deleted, it is just hidden and marked 
in the background so that it doesn't show up in tables or on the Job Form. However, if you modify the job 
part definition and elect to update the master part definition, the original material will remain on the master 
part definition. It will not be replaced by the material being used in the nest. 
 

Nest Jobs and the Shop Clock Module   
 
Nest jobs have a special time clock procedure in the Shop Clock Module. This clock must be used when 
clocking a nest job in or out. The clock screen is similar to the Timeclock Entry Form with the exception of 
entering a Nest Number instead of a Job Number. There is also no need to enter the operation since that is 
already known as part of the nest job. When a nest job is clocked in, all of the jobs that are part of that nest 
will be clocked in by the system. Material will also be allocated to each job based on the material 
requirements calculate for each job. When the nest job gets clocked out, again, all jobs from the nest will be 
clocked out.  
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When a nest is being clocked out, the employee will be asked if the nest is complete. If Yes is selected, the 
nest will be marked as closed and moved out of the Verified folder on the Company Job Nest Table. If a 
nest is closed, it cannot be clocked into anymore. If No is selected, the nest is not changed. 
 

 
 
Time records for the nest will be stored and accessible on the Job Nest Form. If the time record needs to be 
modified, it can be accessed from here. Changing the nest time record will open the Nest Time Clock Form. 
Any changes made to the time record on this form will update each individual time record made for each 
job on the nest. This is useful in situations when you are running a lights out nest and the nest gets clocked 
out at 7:00 am but the jobs actually finished during the night when no one was around to clock the nest out. 
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The Job Time Clock Form for a job on a nest will reflect the full time that the nest was clocked in, but the 
Net Time will be the actual time allocated to the job when running time related reports or costing reports. 
The net time is based on the Time Factor times the Total Time of the nest. 
 

 
 

Assemblies 
In past versions of ProfitFab, assemblies were treated as a manufacturing process, but only main 
components of assemblies could be placed onto quotes, orders, and invoices, and maintained in inventory. 
In ProfitFab 2012, any assembly component can be treated as a saleable part and maintained in inventory.  
 

Working with Assemblies 
In ProfitFab, you can define a set of parts as an assembly so that they are treated as a group when it comes 
to quoting or jobs. Assemblies may be complex and contain multiple levels, or they may be simple with 
only two levels. Assemblies components are referred to as Main Component for the top-most level of the 
assembly, and Sub-components for all other levels. They are also referred to as Parent Component and 
Child Component to show the relationship they have to each other. 
 

Creating an Assembly 
 
To build an assembly, first create all the part definitions for the components. Next, from the Customer 
Activity Center, select the part that is to be the main component and click the button [Convert to 
Assembly]. You will then see the green Assembly icon shown next to the part number. Click the [Change] 
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button to open the Assembly Map Table. Attach sub-components by clicking the [Attach] button and 
selecting them from the Customer Parts Table. To add multiple level components, select the parent part and 
click [Attach] and components will be added to that part of the assembly. Once the sub-component is 
selected, the Select Operation table will open, showing the operations of the parent part. Select the 
operation at which the child component is to be attached. ProfitFab will use this operation as a trigger for 
relieving the child component from inventory when working on the parent component job. If it takes more 
than 1 sub-component to produce 1 parent component, open the sub-component part definition from within 
the Assembly Map and enter the quantity required to make the parent component. 
 
During the upgrade process, all existing assembly components will be attached to the very first operation 
on their parent component. This will ensure that all are attached and that the program will work as 
intended, but you should analyze your assemblies and make sure that you reattach components to the 
operation that makes the most sense for it. This process does not need to all be done at once. It can be done 
over time as you put assemblies onto quotes or orders.  
 

Putting an assembly on an order and creating assembly jobs 
 
You can put any component of an assembly onto an order for a customer. When you do, jobs will be 
created for that component and all child components needed to create that component. When you verify the 
order, ProfitFab will detect that an assembly part is on the order and ask if you want to modify the 
assembly's component job quantities. By default, ProfitFab will be set up to manufacture as many child 
components as needed to produce the parent component. There are situations where you might want to 
produce more child components to build up stock, or you may want to produce less because you have some 
in stock. In these cases, responding Yes to the question will open the Schedule Assembly Jobs table. 
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Double-click on a sub-component job to change manufacturing quantities for that job and its sub-
components. If you increase the job quantity, then all children components of that job will be increased, 
and if you decrease it then all children components will be decreased also. If you change the new job 
quantity to 0, all children component jobs will also be changed to 0 and no jobs will be created for those 
components. 
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Working with assembly jobs 
 
Working with assembly jobs is not much different than working with simple part jobs. You still clock in 
and out, track time and materials to the jobs, and ship them when they are done. However, sub-component 
jobs do not get put on invoices when they are shipped. Instead, they are shipped directly to stock. When 
you clock out of a parent component job at the operation where a child component is attached, the child 
component will be pulled out of inventory. How much gets pulled out depends on a setting on the Time 
Clock tab of the system setup. The checkbox for prompting users about the completion of an operation 
controls this. If you have the box checked so that the operation complete screen comes up with the field for 
the quantity of parts completed during the session, then the quantity entered there will determine how many 
sub-components get pulled out of inventory. If you do not check the box, then the program will pull out of 
inventory enough sub-components to satisfy the need for the full parent component job.  
 

Assembly Job Map 
 
Often, shops with assemblies deal with very complex assemblies containing many components. Trying to 
keep up with all the jobs that are part of an assembly job is not easier by using the Assembly Job Map. You 
can access this from within the Job Form of the main component job. The Assembly Job Map gives you 
access to two reports: the Assembly Map report and the Assembly Job Status report. The Assembly Map 
report shows the assembly structure along with the job number of each component on the assembly. The 
Assembly Job Status report gives you a brief rundown of the status of the jobs, showing if the job has been 
completed, how many parts have been completed and how many hours of machine time have been 
allocated to the jobs. 
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Other Enhancements 
 Improved performance – modified the Attendance clock to speed up performance. Networking 

issues and screen structure caused the attendance clock to take anywhere from 15-60 seconds per 
entry, now takes only 2-5 seconds. 

 Fewer mouse-clicks – set the part definition form when inserting new parts to only require a 
double-click of an operation to add the operation’s default time to the part. This will allow you to 
simply run through the list operations, double-clicking the operations that are needed, then saving 
the part definition. Once you go back into the part definition, the operations can be modified as 
usual. 

 Fewer mouse-clicks II– modified the MRP table to automatically scroll down to the next record 
when marking an item to post to a PO. 

 More flexibility – added an option for entering an alternate billing address to an order. The billing 
address from the order is automatically copied to the invoices that are created from the order’s 
jobs. You need to be careful, however, if you export invoices from ProfitFab to your accounting 
programs as most accounting programs only allow for a single billing address per customer. 

 More options – added additional sorting options on the Operation Scheduler. Also added color 
coding on the Scheduled Ship Date field in the Operation Scheduler Table. Ship dates shown in 
Red are already past due. Ship dates shown in Yellow are due within the setting of the ASAP 
window (for example, an ASAP setting of 14 days will cause all jobs due to ship within the next 2 
weeks to show up in Yellow). The ASAP setting is found in the System Information setup. 

 More options II- added an Tax Exempt expiration date field for customers who are marked as non-
taxable. On the Customer Listing report, you can now filter for customers whose Tax Expiration 
date is approaching, or for customer last activity or first activity. 

 Added a default Sales Rep field to the customer which will be used to set the Sales Rep fields on 
all quotes, orders, and invoices to that customer. 
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New Reports 
The following new reports have been added to the program, along with other report changes (adding fields 
available to reports) 
Active Job Listing – a simplified version of the Active Job Status Report, shows job status and list of 
remaining operations 
Employee Parts Done – a listing of how many parts were completed at jobs an employee is credited with 
working on. 
Invoice Verified Detail – a detailed listing of invoices that are in the Verified folder that were created 
during a specified date range. This report gives the same level of detail as the Working and Shipped 
Detailed reports. 
Nest Job Search – this report will search through active jobs looking for potential matches to add to a job 
nest. 
Nest Route Sheet – this report is used as a route sheet for nested jobs and provides the information needed 
at the Nest Time Clock for clocking the nest in, with and without bar codes.  
Purchase Order History – a listing of purchase orders made during a specified date range. This report 
gives the detail that is used to make the Purchase Order Graph report. 
WIP Report – a variation of the existing Work In Process report. The original report is order-based and 
groups all jobs from an order together whether the jobs are shipped or still active. This WIP report is job-
based and only looks at active jobs. 
 
After updating, these reports will be available to you, but you will not have any layouts to use. You will 
need to import and mark the default layouts for these new reports before you can print them.  
 
To import the layout for the new reports, follow this procedure: 
 
From the Report Designer  Select File  Import Layout 
 
In the “Select file to import from” dialog, enter the filename as RDIMPORT.TPS, or browse through the 
list of files to find this file. Press Ok button to open the “Import Layouts” dialog. 
 
From “Import Layouts” dialog: 
 
Select the desired report to import in the Reports table. 
Select the Design name and click the Import button to import the layout. You should see numbers 
flickering on the screen just below the list of reports. These represent the fields being imported. When they 
go away, the import is complete for that layout. 
Repeat this procedure for the remaining reports. 
After the layout(s) has been imported, exit the “Imports Layouts” dialog and go to the FileOpen Layout 
and select each report to mark the layout as default. 
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Quality Enhancements 
 Fixed problem where Service Vendor On Time Report would not print for the entire list of 

vendors if vendor names used mixed case (some all UPPER CASE, others using Title Case) 
 Fixed problems where working with contacts in various screens caused ProfitFab to GPF 
 Fixed problem where adding a new Contact to a new Vendor or new Customer caused the contact 

information to be lost 
 Fixed problem in shop clock product tables that caused inventory usage to not be updated 
 Fixed problem when importing quotes into orders and the sequence of the line items was not the 

same as the sequence from the quote 
 Added a routine to ‘self-clean’ the license file for situations where users exit the program because 

of being locked up but do not free up the license that was being used. When a license is being 
allocated to an instance of the program that is no longer responding, after 15 minutes that license 
will be freed up by the system. For shops who only have a single license and that license is locked 
up, logging in as SUPERVISOR with the password ONE will free up the license so that you can 
then log back in. 
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ProfitFab v22.2 

Enhancements 
 Added an INI file setting to automatically save the last directory used to attach related files to 

parts and products for easier data entry. 
 Added a checkbox to the Operation Schedule table to toggle between showing all jobs at each 

operation and only jobs ready to start at an operation. 
 Modified formatting in the Products table on part definitions to show the quantity as the costing 

size of the materials used in 2D and 1D. 2D materials will show quantity as x.xxL X x.xxW and 
1D materials will show as x.xxL. All other types of materials will show the quantity and UOM. 

 Made modifications to the WIP report to remove a calculation that was overstating the total on-job 
values for labor, material, and services. 

 Fixed problems in the RMA module that caused it to print all RMAs for each RMA Form and 
automatically adding RMA numbers when creating an order from a blanket order. 

 Fixed problem in the Reconcile table where not all actual time was being calculated for parts 
under certain conditions. 

 Modified the Red Flag Absentee Report to use the new Attendance time file. 
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ProfitFab v22.1 

Feature Enhancements 
 

 Bilingual Clock Wizard added to shop clock module    
This clock wizard will step employees through the clocking process with a series of 
questions in English or Spanish. The language used for any given employee is 

determined by a setting on that employee’s record ‐   
 
When activated, the wizard begins with a common screen where the employee 
enter or scan their Employee ID. 

 
After entering an ID, the wizard will ask what they intend to do. Depending on 
previous clock actions, up to three options will be available for them to choose from. 
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If the employee chooses to clock out for the day (or for lunch), the wizard will clock 
them out from the Attendance Clock and return to the initial screen, ready for the 
next employee. 

 
If the employee chooses to clock into a new operation, the wizard will prompt them 
to enter the operation and station, followed by the job number to be worked on. If 
they choose to clock a new job into the current station they are working at, then the 
wizard will prompt them for the job number. After entering this information, the 
wizard will again return to the initial screen, ready for the next employee. 

     
 

     
 
If an employee is not currently clocked into the Attendance Clock when trying to 
clock into an operation, the wizard will automatically clock them in to the 
Attendance Clock. The Bilingual Clock can be used in conjunction with both the 
Attendance Clock and the normal Shop Clock, or it can be used without them. The 
time records that will be created will be the same from all three clock options.  
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The Bilingual Clock will open an additional screen for entering the number of parts 
done and marking the operation completed. It will not open the screen to manually 
update material usage amounts on a job, however, it will automatically deduct 
material usage on jobs if you have set up ProfitFab to automatically allocate the 
materials.  
 

 Quality / RMA Module 
An RMA Module has been added to track returns of customer parts for quality 
control. Access the Company RMA Table from the Files pull‐down menu. This table 
will list all RMAs in the system, with tabs for Open and Verified RMAs, similar to the 
Company Quote or Order Tables. RMAs can also be accessed for specific customers 
from the Customer Activity Center. 
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The RMA Number generated by ProfitFab is an auto‐incrementing number that 
works similar to the quote, order, invoice, and PO numbers. The Customer Product 
Return Form can tie the RMA back to a customer invoice and job to track returns for 
each individual part. Credit invoices can be generated for the parts being returned. 
On the Description tab of the Customer Product Return Form, you can select the 
type of nonconformance from a drop‐down list of items that you set up in the List 
Table, accessible from the Setup pull‐down menu. 

    
 
To create a job to rework parts that have been returned, or to build new 
replacement parts, you need to create a rework order. In the Order Line Form you 
can indicate that a particular part is a rework part and select the RMA that is 
associated to the part. When the job is created for that line item, it will be flagged as 
a rework job. All job time records associated with a rework job will be tagged as 
Rework time. The invoice created when shipping this job will also be flagged with 
the RMA number. This will allow for reporting to track statistics on rework jobs.  
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The Company Job Activity Table has a new tab to allow a quick view rework jobs. 
This tab will still show all jobs, but all rework jobs will be at the top of the list and 
display the “hot job” icon. 

 
New reports have been added for quality control, including a report to provide RMA 
stats. These reports are accessible from the Reports Folder under the Quality tab. 

 
 

 Increased field sizes for Part #, Product ID, Descriptions, and Drawing # and 
changed certain field names 

The length of the Product ID and Part # fields have been increased to 20 characters 
each. The Part Revision field remains at 10 characters. The Product and Part 
Description fields are now 42 characters. The Drawing # field has also been 
increased to 42 characters and is now available at the job. 
 
These changes have been made on all the screens in the program, however, current 
users must modify report layouts in the Report Designer in order to update the 
printed fields. To do this, open the Report Designer, select the layout to modify, click 
on the field to change then press the Enter key to bring up the Control Properties 
window. In the Format field, change the size of the string to match the new field 

size. 
Some field names were also changed to show that they 
contain date information to make setting up the ODBC 
drivers less complex. These fields will have to be reset in 
the Report Designer or they will not print in your reports. 
The fields most affected are the Job Scheduled Ship date 
and the Job Production Start date fields, but there are 
several other, less common fields also affected. To reset 

the fields in the Report Designer, select them as described above and open the 
Control Properties window. In this case, the Field drop‐down will be blank, so drop 
down the list and reselect the appropriate field. 
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 Part Definition Lock 
Part definitions can be locked and unlocked by users with Supervisor rights to the 
program. When a part definition is locked, no changes can be made to it, including 
changes made from a job in the system for that part. If changes need to be made, a 
supervisor can unlock the part definition, make changes, and then relock the part. 
 

 Lunch periods now accounted for in each employee shift 
You can now enter lunch periods for each employee shift. If employees clock in/out 
during the lunch period, the same rules for the rounding and grace period will apply 
as they do to the start/end of shift. Automatic entries to the Employee Activity file 
will only be made if they are outside of the grace period for their shift or for their 
lunch period. This will help eliminate the many activity records that were being 
created each time they clocked out during their lunch. 

 
The Data Purge Utility has also been updated to remove the automatic entries 
created by employees clocking in/out for lunch. If you have hundreds and thousands 
of unnecessary entries that were automatically created by the system, you can 
remove them all in one simple step using this feature. When running this part of the 
Data Purge, only the entries that were created by the system and left unchanged by 
you will be removed. If you modified the entry in any way, it will not be removed. To 
remove these entries, run the Data Purge, select Employee Activity and the 
Automated Entries Only boxes, and enter today’s data in the Retain Records from: to 
remove all automated entries made prior to today. 
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 Operation Scheduler changes 
The Operation (Whiteboard) Scheduler has been modified to default to showing only 
one operation for each job. Primarily, this will be the first operation that is ready to 
work, with operations downstream being hidden until they are ready to work. There 
are situations that can cause multiple operations to show up at the same time. If an 
operation has already been clocked into, then that operation will show up in the 
Operation Scheduler even though the previous operation is not marked complete.  
 
The Operation Scheduler will now only show an operation in Red (Ready, but still 
awaiting material) if the material is tied to that operation. Before, if an operation 
was a product usage point, it would show up in red if any material at any operation 
had not yet been received or marked Pull from Onhand. 
 

 Miscellaneous Enhancements 
o Company Snapshot details, Product Costing Report, MRP Forecast Report, 

and Quote Win Report (Details) can now be exported to MS Excel. 
o Users can turn off Help tips that pop up to provide more information 

about certain buttons and fields in the program. 
o Added a default setting for how to charge customers for sheet/structural 

materials being added to part definitions. 
o Modified the Employee Time Clock table to show newest time clock 

entries at the top. 
o Increased the Extra Time field on the Detailed Calculators to allow up to 

99999 seconds. Previously, the limit was 999 seconds. 
 

 Quality Enhancements 
o PO line items will appear in same order in PO, PO Report, and Receiving 

table. 
o When drilling down through multiple levels of nested In‐House Products 

the Cost Calculator will not overwrite costs/prices in the higher level 
parts. 

o Fixed GPF issues associated with Contacts and when printing and 
emailing some forms at the same time. 

o Changes made to ATTEND file will now show up in the AUDIT file. 
o Fixed problem with DROUTE Operation Replacement where it didn’t 

recognize a valid entry typed directly into the field and allow it to be  
replaced, and where cancelling the replacement procedure overwrote 
the Name and ID of the initial operation. 

o Modified the Station Scheduler to schedule according to the Job Qty 
instead of the To‐Be‐Mfgd quantity. Older versions would schedule the 
full load required for each operation, less already allocated time, for jobs 
that were partially shipped or had scrap reduce the job quantity. 
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Fields added to Reports 
When updating ProfitFab, fields added to reports are not automatically added to your layouts for those 
reports. These fields are made available to your layouts but must be added to each report layout, if desired, 
from within the Report Designer. 
 

Report Fields Added 
All Reports  Report Date field added to all reports that did not 

previously have the field 
Parts Label report Shop Code field in Bar Code   
MRP Forecast report   MFG Qty field 
Order and Order Acknowledgement  Order Notes field

New Reports 
New reports added:  
RMA Form 

RMA Stats 

 
The Regular Vendor On Time Shipping Report was added, but it makes use of the report layout for the 
Service Vendor On Time Shipping report, so there should be no need to import a layout for this report. 
 
After updating, these reports will be available to you, but you will not have any layouts to use. You will 
need to import and mark the default layouts for these new reports before you can print them.  
 
To import the layout for the new reports, follow this procedure: 
 
From the Report Designer  Select File  Import Layout 
 
In the “Select file to import from” dialog, enter the filename as RDIMPORT.TPS, or browse through the list 
of files to find this file. Press Ok button to open the “Import Layouts” dialog. 
 
From “Import Layouts” dialog: 
 

1. Select the desired report to import in the Reports table. 
2. Select the Design name and click the Import button to import the layout. You should see 

numbers flickering on the screen just below the list of reports. These represent the fields being 
imported. When they go away, the import is complete for that layout. 

3. Repeat this procedure for the remaining reports. 
4. After the layout(s) has been imported, exit the “Imports Layouts” dialog and go to the 

FileOpen Layout and select each report to mark the layout as default. 
 

 


